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Abstract
This paper attempts to reconstitute the structure and legal benefits of
“freedom of broadcasting”in Japan's Constitutional Law．This free-
dom has been debated from a variety of perspectives to justify broad-
casting regulation．However, it appears that traditional academic theo-
ries have numerous difficulties in the face of structural changes to the
mass media as a result of technological innovations and developments of
market mechanisms in the broadcasting arena. Examples include the
progress of multichannel services, the Internet, and the convergence be-
tween communications and broadcasting．Therefore, it is important to
focus on intrinsic aspects of broadcasting such as the nature of the one-
sided transmission of information to the general public（principally as a
business），rather than the transformative aspects of broadcasting such
as its historical or social functions．From this perspective, freedom of
broadcasting includes a norm to ensure smooth transmission of informa-
tion and a certain degree of order about what is transmitted as a part of
freedom of communications．The resulting freedom of business for
broadcasters helps to retain stability and diversity of information supp-
ly．Hence freedom of broadcasting can be distinguished from the free-
doms held by other media; freedom of newspapers and freedom of the
Internet, even though they perhaps should be treated equally in light of
freedom of expression．Therefore, it would be fair to note that the cur-
rent severe regulations on broadcasting under existing legislation are
constitutional despite their asymmetrical features compared with other
media such as newspapers.
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Federal Communications Commission）の報告書（Federal Communications Commision
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































より保護される言論（表現）であることを認めた判例（Junger v. Daley，209 F．3d．
481 (6th Cir．2000)）や，コンピュータ・プログラムが修正１条により保護される言論
（表現）であることを認めた判例（Corley判決。Universal City Studios, Inc. v. Corley，
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